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admission after hearing loss and possible infusible GVHD.
Clin Case Rep. 2020;8:522--523. 10.1002/ccr3.2981 1.

INTRODUCTION {#ccr32981-sec-0001} ===============
An 85 year old woman died 11 months after total body

irradiation (TBI)?related immune recovery delay (TBI?IRD).
Complications included a major early GVHD (day +58) and
late death due to infection and cardiorespiratory failure (day

+380). No late liver transplantation was reported in the family
history. TBI?IRD was diagnosed on day +85 and late liver
transplantation was offered but rejected by the family. The
autopsy was conducted on day +380 when the patient was

physically
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that 27-year-old London-based woman Donal Perrin is a
serious cyclist who has a keen interest in road racing.
However, we still don’t know how she picks her bikes,

because most of the time it looks like she rides a painted BMX
bike. This time she rode one that’s actually meant to go fast
on the road. She went for it in a race and managed to cross
the finish line with a flying kick and a ridiculous smile. The
video was posted to social media with the caption “I was
standing next to a pro for a post race moment. Ticked.”
Seriously. It’s like that was her response to finishing first

place. It’s clear that riding around on a bike that’s basically a
BMX is a challenge for Donal Perrin in ways you might not

expect. She can’t take it easy on the track because it’s not a
road bike. She can’t ride this bike because it has a frame

that’s normally used for BMX bikes. But she manages to keep
a wicked attitude and a ton of personality. That’s a good

combo for long-haul racing. It also helps that she’s clearly
aware that she’s making a fool of herself on camera. She’s
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happy to embrace it. “It’s a fun hobby,” she says, “and I’ve
got a bike hobby blog where you can see my entire collection
of bikes.” Enjoy the video, and check out her website. She’s

got a super-rare BMX bike she’s looking to sell. (via
Petrol)What I’m Loving February 5, 2013 I, like many of you,

love 3e33713323
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